


Experience more.





Of course, your patients will 
love the way Zōn looks. 

But once you fit them, they’ll notice 
that Zōn was designed to be the most 

comfortable hearing instrument  
ever made. Extensive research went  

into making Zōn more ergonomic and  
easier to wear than any other  

receiver-in-canal (RIC) device. 

After wearing the instrument, your 
patients will realize that 

the greatest benefit of Zōn is its 
outstanding performance. 

Best-in-class, Zōn offers better 
feedback cancellation, greater headroom, 

more directionality, improved 
high-frequency audibility, seamless 

environmental adaptation, and a  
more accurate fit. 

Your patients may want Zōn because of 
its appearance. But they’ll keep wearing 

Zōn because it’s comfortable. And 
they’ll love Zōn because it performs the 

way no other hearing solution can. 

Zōn: Where art meets science.



Better 
Performance 

with BluWave 
Signal 

Processing.

Up to 13 dB more gain  
than our closest competitor  
in an open fitting.

At the heart of each Zōn hearing 
instrument is Starkey’s new 
proprietary BluWave Signal 
Processing, designed to maximize 
performance in the challenging 
listening environments our patients 
deal with today.

Like computers, today’s most advanced 
hearing aids manage multiple complex 
programs. These systems eliminate 
feedback, provide optimal performance in 
noise, manage power, enhance telephone 
performance and log crucial data.

BluWave processes system data while 
managing inputs, and responds by 
allocating internal resources to more 
efficiently and accurately control output  
parameters. Similar to an operating  
system that runs a computer, BluWave 
provides the foundation to concurrently 
run multiple applications necessary to 
eliminate feedback while simultaneously 
characterizing and classifying the 
incoming signal into meaningful audio 
environments. Seamless, unprecedented 
clarity in noise and high resolution sound 
imaging result in efficient adaptation  
for the patient.

With extensive research and clinical 
evidence, Starkey has taken its technology 
to the next level.
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In the open ear, Zōn can provide listeners with up to 13 dB more gain in the high frequencies than the two closest 
performing competitors in this class. 

Starkey Zōn was benchmarked against leading receiver-in-canal products from GN ReSound, Oticon, 
Phonak, Siemens and Unitron. Only the top performing products are depicted in each figure throughout 
this document.



A RIC in 
a class of 
its own.

With BluWave Signal Processing, Starkey 
has been able to take features that were 
already best-in-class and make them  
even better. The result is Zōn, a hearing 
solution appropriate for patients with  
mild to moderately-severe hearing loss.  
It outperforms all others in its class, 
providing more clarity, greater directionality, 
and better speech audibility in a variety  
of environments.

BluWave Signal Processing 
efficiently integrates Starkey’s  
best-in-class features to create  
the industry’s best outcomes.

Only Zōn offers Active Feedback Intercept 
(AFI), the industry’s leader for feedback 
elimination with up to 20 dB of added stable 
gain. With the most stable high-frequency 
gain possible in a RIC product, Zōn delivers 
more audible speech to more wearers, 
more often. 

Every Zōn comes loaded with Directional 
Speech Detector (DSD), an automatic 
system optimized by BluWave Signal 
Processing to give patients the best 
performing directional system on the 
market today. With the highest free-field 
and KEMAR DIs available in a RIC and 
the lowest operational noise floor, you can 
ensure your patient is comfortable and 
speech is audible in almost any situation.

Fitting Zōn is a great experience for  
both you and your patients, thanks to 
Integrated Real Ear Measurement 
(IREM). When Starkey first introduced 
IREM, the response was overwhelming 
—hearing care professionals around the 
world reported this easy-to-use feature 
improved their fitting accuracy. Now, 
we’ve made it available on Zōn, the only 
device in its class to offer the accuracy of 
Integrated Real Ear Measurement.



Better hearing

When Starkey introduced Active  
Feedback Intercept (AFI), we became  
the industry leader in feedback-free 
fittings. Zōn builds on the success of AFI, 
offering the most stable high-frequency 
gain currently available in any open fit  
RIC hearing solution.

in higher frequencies.

What does this mean? In short, Zōn 
provides superior high-frequency hearing. 

The extended bandwidth and headroom 
of Zōn—available in open or closed 
fitting configurations—will provide your 
patients with unprecedented access to 
high-frequency speech. So, patients with 
hearing loss ranging from precipitous  
high-frequency loss to moderately-severe 
loss can benefit from Zōn’s extended 
bandwidth, which provides a broad 
audible spectrum of hearing. With Zōn, 
you can give your patients the sounds  
that really matter.
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Initializing AFI in Zōn offers listeners up to 20 dB 
of added stable gain.



Highest DI scores, 
lowest operational
noise f loor.

Greater clarity where it  
matters most with Zōn.

Difficulty listening in noise: It is one of  
the most common complaints heard in  
our industry. With this focus in mind, 
Starkey developed Directional Speech 
Detector (DSD), so your patients can 
achieve astounding improvements in 
signal-to-noise ratio when wearing Zōn. 

Zōn with DSD is proven to have the highest 
DI in its category, both in the free-field and 
on KEMAR. The result is extraordinary 
directional performance and better 
understanding in noise. DSD also has the 
lowest operational noise f loor on any RIC 
product. Zōn achieves all this through a 
single differential directional microphone 
system that allows for automatic switching 
between omni and directional microphone 
modes. And Starkey has eliminated 
microphone drift, so your patients can 
expect and enjoy best-in-class directional 
performance today and throughout the life 
of their system.
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In typical open fittings, directional benefit is minimal. In contrast, our testing shows that  
activating Zōn’s DSD in a 7-speaker noise field improves listener performance by an impressive 
3.1 dB on the HINT, indicating dramatically improved speech understanding in noise.

DSD in Zōn has the highest average Free-Field Directivity 
Index when compared to all products in this class.



Real ear measurement is the gold 
standard of our industry.  
 
But only Zōn gives you the opportunity 
to do real ear measurement quickly and 
easily, yielding a customized result and 
leaving more time for patient counseling 
and verification.

This unique Zōn feature is called 
Integrated Real Ear Measurement 
(IREM), a state-of-the-art measurement 
system that’s built right into the device. 
IREM allows you to fit to a prescriptive 
target, providing your patients with 
an immediate, customized gain and 
compression configuration and ensuring 
their access to audible speech.

More accuracy,  
automatically.

Integrated Real Ear Measurement provides 
you with an efficient and accurate 
prescriptive baseline to begin the fitting. 
This system, in combination with Inspire® 
OS 3.0, will give you the advantage of 
knowing that the response you see in 
the programming software is an accurate 
representation of exactly what is  
happening in your patient’s ear. 

Your patients have unique hearing needs. 
With Zōn you can meet them, precisely.
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Thirty RECDs obtained using Integrated Real Ear Measurement with Zon are shown 
above. Integrated Real Ear Measurement in Starkey Zon will automatically adjust for the 
acoustics of your patient’s ear and provide an accurate first f it. 

-
-



Starkey has brought together a team of 
digital signal processing scientists who 
are devoted to the study of sound. One 
of their goals is to develop more refined 
algorithms that characterize sound and 
process the unique signature of these 
individual sounds.

Adaptation 
at the speed 
of life.

With Zōn, you can provide a stylish hearing 
instrument that adapts automatically 
and provides superior comfort in every 
environment. Your patients won’t notice 
anything except how clear and easy 
hearing has become. But you’ll have the 
satisfaction of knowing they’re enjoying 
every moment of life.

At Starkey, we believe a hearing  
aid should be reliable, attractive  
and easy to wear. 
That’s why we made Zon.We call this environmental adaptation 

protocol Acoustic Signature. BluWave 
Signal Processing characterizes incoming 
sounds by sorting the frequency, timing 
and intensity of these sound sources. 
Once characterized and classified, Zōn 
with Acoustic Signature applies optimal 
frequency and compression parameters 
for that specific sound source. Sounds 
are classified as speech, speech in noise, 
noise, mechanical sounds, wind, and  
quiet — each of these is managed by a 
special signal processing strategy in Zōn. 

¯



Even the best technology requires 
superior software in order to achieve 
optimal performance. We’ve teamed 
Zōn with Inspire OS 3.0, the industry’s 
most intuitive programming tool, so 
every patient fitting experience will be 
accurate and engaging.

Understanding the degree of a loved  
one’s hearing loss is helpful when 
counseling family and friends. The new 
Hearing Loss Simulator provides an 
effective demonstration of hearing loss. 
This tool can be used in counseling to 
assist in educating patients, friends and 
family about the difficulties of living with 
a hearing loss.

Auto Path is an automatic function that 
provides the most efficient, reliable and 
prescriptively appropriate initial fit in the 
industry. You won’t even need to detect the 
new device—Inspire 3.0 does it for you.

Inspire 3.0 also now offers outcome 
verification such as Integrated Speech 
Mapping. Accessible from virtually 
any screen, Speech Mapping enables 
you to illustrate how the hearing aid is 
processing speech or any other input in 
real time and displays it for patient and 
professional verification of performance. 

With Zōn, Starkey has introduced the 
finest, most technologically advanced RIC 
in the world. And thanks to Inspire, you’ll 
be able to demonstrate this with confidence 
to even the most reluctant new patients. 

More  
accurate  

fittings and 
more tools  
for patient 

counseling.

Wizard Speech Map

Capture complete.  

Options for further adjustments:

Close

Quick Fit with Speech Mapping

Band with Speech Mapping

Expert Assistant with Speech Map

RecaptureRecalibrate Patient
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An updated three-dimensional version 
of Surround Town™—the breakthrough 
audio simulation—is now available 
for patient counseling and verification.

With Hearing Loss Simulator, you can counsel patients, 
friends and family on the impact of hearing loss.

Integrated Speech Mapping  
is the first of its kind live speech 
mapping tool integrated into  
fitting software.



Hearing aids aren’t helpful if people 
don’t wear them. And too often,  
patients become confused when learning  
to use their hearing aids, abandoning the 
use of multiple features or programs. 
That’s why Zōn offers convenient features to 
make using the device simple and intuitive. 

Smart features for  
greater convenience.

Voice Indicators•	  – gives you the option of 
using speech, with male or female voices 
available in a variety of languages, to 
alert your patients to the status of their 
hearing aid: low battery, memory,  
and telephone mode. 

Self  Check•	  – allows you and your patients 
to perform a diagnostic check of the 
microphone, circuit, and receiver by 
opening and closing the battery door three 
times. This information is then retained 
for you to view and use in counseling. 

Reminder•	  – offers you the option of 
programming audible voice or tone 
reminders for follow-up appointments 
and maintenance checks. 

Automatic Telephone Response•	  – switches 
automatically into telephone mode so 
use of a standard telephone is as easy  
as picking up the receiver. 

Battery •	 – utilizes a 312 battery to  
enhance battery life.

An ergonomic pushbutton   
allows patients to easily  

change memory settings.



Integrated  
Real Ear 
Measurement

•�Performs�real�
ear measurement 
and incorporates 
data immediately 
throughout  
Inspire OS 3.0

Advanced  
Benefits

•�Voice�Indicators�–� 
use speech to alert 
wearers of hearing  
aid status

•�Self Check – runs a 
diagnostic check of  
the microphone, 
circuit, and receiver

•�Reminder�–�provides�
an audible reminder 
for follow-up 
appointments

Auto Path

•�Automatic� 
fitting routine

•�Industry’s�most�
accurate and efficient 
initial fit

•�Automatic� 
fitting routine

•�Industry’s�most�
accurate and efficient 
initial fit

•�Automatic� 
fitting routine

•�Industry’s�most�
accurate and efficient 
initial fit

Environmental  
Adaptation

•�Includes�Acoustic�
Signature, a state-of-
the-art environmental 
detection and 
adaptation system

•�Identifies�unique�
sound environments 
and adjusts to them 
instantly

•�Automatically�detects�
speech, speech in  
noise, noise, mechanical 
sounds, wind and 
quiet

•�Transitions�seamlessly�
from one acoustic 
environment to the 
next

•�Provides�superior�
identification and 
detection of quiet and 
other sounds

•�Transitions�easily�
from one acoustic 
environment to the 
next

•�Detects�quiet�and�
other sounds

Fine-Tuning 

•�8�channels for  
sound adaptation

•�12�bands for the  
most precise level  
of fine-tuning  
currently available

•�8�channels�for 
sound adaptation

•�10�bands�for� 
enhanced  
fine-tuning

•�4�channels�for� 
sound adaptation

•�8�bands�for� 
fine-tuning

Active Feedback 
Intercept

•�Provides�virtual�
feedback elimination

•Prevents�whistling
•�Eliminates� 

irritating artifacts
•�Works�in�concert� 

with Directional 
Speech Detector  
and Acoustic  
Signature to  
produce a clean, 
feedback-free  
sound quality

•�Provides�virtual�
feedback elimination

•Prevents�whistling
•�Eliminates 

 irritating artifacts
•�Works�in�synergy�

with environmental 
adaptation to produce 
better sound

•�Provides�virtual�
feedback elimination

•Prevents�whistling
•�Eliminates� 

irritating artifacts

Automatic  
Telephone Response 

•�Instantaneously� 
and automatically 
adjusts for 
optimum telephone 
communication

•�Instantaneously� 
and automatically 
adjusts for 
optimum telephone 
communication

•�Instantaneously� 
and automatically 
adjusts for 
optimum telephone 
communication

Directional 
Speech Detector

•�Features�industry’s�
best Directivity Index

•�Improves�speech�
intelligibility in noisy 
environments

•�Features�industry’s�
best Directivity Index

•�Improves�speech�
intelligibility in noisy 
environments

•�Features�industry’s�
best Directivity Index

•�Improves�speech�
intelligibility in noisy 
environments 

Zōn: Offering the  
widest range of options 
available in a RIC.



Zōn: Designed to be 
the very best.

Wearers tell us the best hearing solution 
is one you can barely feel. So we built 
Zōn out of a sleek, moisture-resistant 
material and minimized touchpoints  
for ultimate comfort.

The only way to know what people  
need is to ask them. 

And that’s exactly what we did. Before 
developing Zōn, Starkey sent teams of 
top designers and engineers to conduct 
research with hearing experts, hearing 
care professionals, and patients. Then  
we set out to create a hearing solution  
that would meet all those needs and  
lead to the highest levels of acceptance  
and satisfaction.

Starkey made Zōn the natural choice for 
hearing care professionals as well as for 
their patients. And we succeeded. Focus 
groups throughout the country have 
raved about Zōn—in terms of appearance 
and comfort—ranking it above all other 
devices in its class.  

With its curved, elegant shape, cool finish, 
and sophisticated hair and skin-tone color 
palette, Zōn is the first hearing aid ever to 
bring together world-class technology and 
strikingly beautiful design. 

The rich color options of Zōn 
were developed with respected 
cosmetics researchers to  
complement and match  
natural skin tones and hair.



Starkey is proud to bring you Zōn, a best-in-class hearing solution 
developed with the evidence-based design approach you’ve come 
to expect from us. Zōn is a triumph of art and science—the perfect 
marriage of industry-leading technology and patient-centric design. 
And since Zōn is part of the Starkey family, it is backed by the strongest 
training programs and finest customer service in the hearing care 
industry. With Zōn, we’ve developed the solution to help you and your 
patients experience more. Because at Starkey, we believe that’s what  
you and your patients deserve.

Jerry Ruzicka 
President, Starkey Laboratories
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